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It could have been gin..



Opihr 

 This Oriental spiced gin is crafted with a

selection of exotic botanicals, including

spices & herbs from Indonesia & Morocco. 

 

Perfect pairing~ Fevertree or Fevertree

naturally light tonic with a garnish of fresh

chilli & lime. 

 

 

 

 

Hunters  

Made with botanicals & apples sourced from the

founders own orchard in Cheshire you can’t get

more local. This top quality spirit is based on

a 300 year old secret recipe. 

 

Perfect pairing~ Fevertree tonic or Fevertree

naturally light - garnish with a wedge of

apple. 



Gin Mare  

This dry gin has a unique Mediterranean flavour

characterising a revolutionary mix of botanicals

including olive, basil, rosemary & thyme. Made

for the most exquisite of palates. 

Perfect pairing~ Mediterranean Tonic & garnish

with rosemary and thyme. 

Forest Gin 

Handmade by the Bond family. All botanicals

certified organic are broken down by pestle &

mortar. A delicious blend of wild bilberries,

raspberries and gorse flowers. 

Perfect pairing~ Fevertree tonic or Fevertree

naturally light with a garnish of blackberries &

rosemary. 



Mombassa 

 A sweet & juicy take on Mombassa club gin’s

recipe. Featuring strawberries at its core this

gin is the perfect summer tipple. 

Perfect pairing~ Mediterranean tonic &

strawberries. 

Brockmans 

This distinctive gin is distilled in a 100 year

old traditional copper still, where they capture

the heart and soul. Rich in flavours of blueberry

& blackberry. 

Perfect pairing~ Elderflower tonic with a garnish

of raspberries and blackberries. 



Malay Con Limone 

Malfy gin's key botanicals are lemon peel sourced from the

Italian coastline. Full of zesty citrus flavours while

still maintaining classic gin flavours. 

Perfect pairing~ Mediterranean tonic & lemon. 

Blue Magic 

Originating in Portugal. Among the botanicals you can  

find strawberries, raspberries, cinnamon, cardamon, 

 lemon, angelica root, ginger, liquorice, 

 clear juniper & of course the flower  

Clitoria ternate that gives the gin its blue tone. 

Perfect pairing~ Mediterranean tonic with a garnish of

raspberries. 



 

Liverpool Valencian Orange  

Valencian orange was created by head distiller  

John O'Dowd to celebrate his sons marriage to Valencia 

born Clara. Combining organic botanicals with zesty citrus 

notes of orange.  

 

Perfect pairing~ Fever tree tonic & sliced orange. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Marula pomegranate gin 

Marula - The forbidden fruit from the elephant tree, is  

immediately recognisable, with pomegranate as the second

main botanical. The result is a unique tasty gin. 

 

Perfect pairing~ Fever tree tonic or aromatic with a garnish

of juniper berries or pomegranate. 



McQueens spiced chocolate orange  

Orange & chocolate finally meet gin. Dark & fruity, a  

bit on the spicy side. A grown up favourite in a glass 

bursting with flavour, the first hit is orange entwined  

with floral juniper notes ending with rich cocoa  

enveloping the palate. 

Perfect pairing~ Fever tree tonic & orange zest. 

Buss no. 509 persian peach 

Originated in Antwerp, they have blended the finest herbs & 

fresh Persian peaches with their premium spirit, to create 

 a beautiful, flavoursome fruity gin.  

Perfect pairing~ Mediterranean or original tonic  

with a garnish of orange & mint. 



Love  

A unique recipe incorporates 5 core botanicals & 

 eight further exotic flavours. Resulting in a  

stunning pink coloured gin with a fruity, floral 

 aroma with a red berry & citrus flavour.  

Perfect pairing~ Fever tree elderflower & raspberries. 

Rhubarb 

Using natural spring water from Tewit well in Harrogate  

and home grown Yorkshire rhubarb, this was meant to be a 

 limited edition small batch but proved so popular 

 it joined the Slingsby gin family for good. 

Perfect pairing~ Elderflower tonic with a garnish  

of mint & raspberry. 



The usual suspects,,,,,



...If at first you  

don't succeed.... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

drink gin..




